
WELCOME HOME
Adopted Pet Planner



ABOUT MY DOG
Important Details

NAME:

DATE OF BIRTH:

GENDER:

COLOR:

EYES COLOR:

IDENTIFYING MARK:

ID TAG / CHIP #:

PERSONALITY: TRAITS:

ALLERGIES

EXISTING 

CONDITIONS

NAME

CONTACT NUMBER

EMAIL CONTACT

NOTES

OWNER INFORMATION

MEDICAL INFORMATION



ADOPTION DAY
Happy Memories Journal



1st DAY HOME
Preparation Planner

ADOPTED PET PLANNER



It's always a good idea to purchase supplies that have purpose.
Ideally,  puppies/dogs should getting used to their things as soon
as possible and using supplies as part of their training and
enrichment routine right away. Here's a checklist you can use as a
guide for purposeful supplies recommended for training and
leisure necessities.

CRATE for ADULT SIZE

COLLAR & LEAD

SELECTION OF CHEW TOYS

IDENTIFICATION TAG

FOOD & WATER BOWLS

CRATE COVER BLANKET

CLICKER/BELL FOR TRAINING

TRAINING TREATS

LICKY/SNUFFLE MATS

TREAT POUCH

SLIP LEAD

NO PULL HARDNESS

POOP BAGIES

ITEMS WHERE TO BUY

SUPPLIES LIST
Product Recommendations 



If you are a pet owner, it is important to be prepared if and when an
emergency does arise.  Use this checklist as a step by step guide if your pet
gets loose or is missing.

EMERGENCY: LOST
To Do Checklist For Lost Pets

Make a post on your own social media and make sure to notate the last
time you saw your pet and where.

Post On Your Social Media

Do a Search on Facebook for “Lost Pet” groups in your local area (think
state, town, county). Share your social media post in these groups.

Post On Petco LoveLost
This is national listing free to use.

File a Missing Pet Report with Animal Control
Provide details of last sighting, markings, contact details

Check Found Reports with Animal Control
View listings DAILY at Animal Control and/or Local Intake Shelter Sites

*Do NOT wait to take action if you believe your pets are missing! In most
states, found pets picked up by animal control are only subject to a 3-14 day
“stray hold” before they are eligible for adoption by the shelters, so make sure
to check the FOUND REPORT listings daily.

Contact Search & Rescue Organizations
If feasible, hire a tracker as soon as possible.  Place a blanket or
frequently used fabric-type toy in air tight bag for the scent dogs.



1st DAY HOME   
Introduction Checklists    

ADOPTED PET PLANNER



        When introducing Cats & Dogs, until such time your cats are 
comfortable lounging with dogs and you are certain the cat running does not
trigger your dogs "chase" instinct, your cats have a space to "escape" easily from
the dogs without fear or concern the dogs are able to get into their safe space. 
 As long as your cats know they have a safe place in which they can enter and exit
freely, they will explore their new dog friend at a pace comfortable for them.

INTRODUCTIONS
TO OTHER PETS IN THE HOME

        Ideally, you will allow your new pet to explore your home and/or
yard by themselves for the first hour or until they are calm. Let them
take in all the the new smells without worrying about interacting with a
lot of people or any other pets.

         If you have other pets, it's a good idea to
interact with your pets now that you are
covered in your new pet's smell. 

            Give your current pets a chance to take in the new pets smell on
you BEFORE introducing to your other pets. This includes CATS! Cats
have a very good sense of smell and use it similarly to dogs 
when understanding and getting to know new visitors.

          Increase interactions slowly and keep pets calm and
controllable. Remember that all your pets had no say in the 

   Once all pets have calmed down a bit, it's time to allow for new
introductions. These introductions should be done in an open
space,  with dogs wearing leashes for control and cats having 

 the ability to escape safely at any time. 

decision to adopt. Elder pets should not be expected to tolerate other dogs
nudging, hard playing or even "puppy biting" them. With a slow pace, even territorial
pets will learn to adapt if approached with patience and a fair pace for all.



NO ADULT ON DUTY
children and pets must be

supervised at all times

INTRODUCTIONS
TO OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS

Make sure household members all understand the boundaries and
rules you want your new dog/puppy to follow AND who is responsible
for what caretaking tasks.

Discuss "Do Not Disturb" rules for when pets are having quiet
time or have willingly distanced themselves due to decompress.  
It's also important to teach children dog/puppy STOP BEHAVIOR:
ie: Growling = please stop, I don't want to hurt you (but I could).
Tail/Ears/Body Low = You're pretty scary.

Children should approach, play with and engage with
pets with the same supervision and tolerance you 
would allow if they were approaching, playing with or 
engaging with other infantile or small children. 

Prevent overstimulation that can result in aggressive behavioral
displays or actions by limiting neighbors, extended family or
friends from visiting adult dogs or scared puppies for the first
week to allow time to adjust.

Unless your child is old enough to be left
unsupervised in a pool area, they should not
be left unsupervised with a new dog/puppy.



1st WEEK HOME
Pet Routine Planner

ADOPTED PET PLANNER



RISE & SHINE

6:00 am - 8:00 am

Make sure to start your dog's day around the same time.  Wake
up, potty, eat breakfast should be the first 30 minutes of every
morning.  Playtime comes if time merits - make sure to create
at least 30 mins of exercise (play or a short walk) if you leave
for a workday.

AM PLAY & POTTY

8:00 am - 12:00 pm

To expedite housebreaking, you should take your pets to the
bathroom area every 1-2 hours.  Puppies can potty train in
as little as 2 weeks and adults 3 days if strict with a
schedule.  During this time, do not allow pets any
opportunity to form bad habits.  Do not allow rough play,
jumping/sleeping on furniture, chewing on inappropriate
items.  What you allow will continue.

NAP TIME!
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm

It is critical your are teaching your new pet confidence
building.  A designated time for rest, where they are alone in
the crates/separate space away from you is important even if
you are home.  In addition, it ensures you are preventing
overstimulation and "overtired" behaviors that often display as
aggression.  Barking or other attention seeking behaviors will
worsen if you engage immediately.  Offer their favorite snacks
or a busy toy to keep them calm and quiet in their space.  

PM PLAY & POTTY

2:00 pm - 6:00 pm

After naptime, you want to make sure there is potty time as
soon as they wake!  Puppies or dogs needing weight gain can
be offered a nice lunch.  Continue to let your pet out every 1-
2 hours until you are confident they are learning when they
have to potty.   Do not leave your pet unsupervised for any
length of time until they are displaying repeated expected
behaviors.

NIGHTY NIGHT
8:00 pm

Whatever time is bedtime, it should be consistent.  If your pet
has been winding down for a while, you will notice they may
begin to put themselves to bed at night.  Otherwise offer a
small snack or a busy toy to keep them quiet (nothing salty or
water filled).  Cut water off at 6pm.  When crate training, it's
best not to engage once the crate has been shut for the
night.

DINNER & A MOVIE
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

After dinner you want to start "winding down" your pet.  Keep
a schedule where after dinner, calm activities are done.  No
running or entertaining their hyper bouts.  If necessary, keep
them on a leash so they learn to stay by you, calmly, during
these hours before bed.

While you might be eager to spoil your pet silly, it's important to remember that

pets thrive when they understand the family dynamics, routine and boundaries. 

 Below is an example of a schedule that prioritizes an "eat, potty, play, rest,

repeat" routine. Create your own schedule on the next page.

MY PET ROUTINE
ESTABLISHING A SCHEDULE



         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 4DAY 3 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7

6 a.m.

7 a.m.

8 a.m.

9 a.m.

10 a.m.

11 a.m.

12 p.m.

1 p.m.

2 p.m.

3 p.m.

4 p.m.

5 p.m.

6 p.m.

7 p.m.

8 p.m.

9 p.m.

EXAMPLE

WAKE UP
+ POTTY

BREAKFAST
+ PLAYTIME

POTTY &
QUIET TOY

QUIET TIME

POTTY &
PLAY

LEASH
TRAINING/

WALK

CAR RIDE/
KID PICKUP

POTTY &
PLAY

SUPERVISED
FREEDOM

SUPERVISED
FREEDOM

SUPERVISED
FREEDOM

POTTY &
QUIET TOY

DINNER +
PLAYTIME

BED TIME

NEW PET ROUTINE
FAMILY SCHEDULE & TRAINING GOALS



1st MONTH HOME
Socialization Planner

ADOPTED PET PLANNER



SOCIALIZATION
WHEN & HOW TO SOCIALIZE PETS

Make sure that pets have the appropriate vaccinations
before being exposed to other animals and public places!  
Check with your veterinarian for their recommendations
based on your area's disease control concerns.

Always remain CALM regardless of your dogs behaviors or
environmental changes.  It's important you are " aware of but
non-reactive" to negative reactions or responses from your
pets, quickly rewarding positive/appropriate responses.

Make modifications as necessary to your handling methods to
ensure you can set your pet up for success using positive-
reinforcement. Always reward calm or no-response behavior to
new sounds, experiences or other distractions.

Keep in mind that even a confident pet in the
home can become startled, overstimulated,
overexcited, aggressive, fearful or even a flight
risk in new environments triggered by any new
sight, smell, sound or energy level.

Make sure your pet has a solid foundation of "redirection"
training in the home using high value treats as a reward
for focusing on you as their handler regardless of what is
happening around them before going to completely
unfamiliar, unenclosed social settings.



PET ORGANIZER
Important Contacts

ADOPTED PET PLANNER



VETERINARIAN'S NAME:

PRACTICE NAME:

PHONE NUMBER:

VETERINARIAN'S NAME:

PRACTICE NAME:

PHONE NUMBER:

ADDRESS:

BUSINESS HOURS:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

ADDRESS:

BUSINESS HOURS:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

EMAIL:

EMAIL:

WEBSITE:

WEBSITE:

NOTES

PRIMARY VET

EMERGENCY VET



NOTES

GROOMER'S NAME:

LOCATION:

PHONE NUMBER:

HOURS AVAILABLE:

GOOD FOR.. .

GROOMER'S NAME:

LOCATION:

PHONE NUMBER:

EMAIL
:

EMAIL
:

HOURS AVAILABLE:

WHY I LIKE THIS PERSON / COMPANY:

WEBSITE:

WEBSITE:

GROOMER

2nd GROOMER



PETSITTER'S NAME:

BEST WAY TO CONTACT:

PHONE NUMBER:

PETSITTER'S NAME:

BEST WAY TO CONTACT:

PHONE NUMBER:

HOURS AVAILABLE:

WHY I LIKE THIS PERSON / COMPANY:

HOURS AVAILABLE:

WHY I LIKE THIS PERSON / COMPANY:

EMAIL:

EMAIL:

NOTES

PET SITTER

PET SITTER



PET ORGANIZER
Routine Care Trackers

ADOPTED PET PLANNER



Giving medication is not usually a fun task. Use this handy chart to keep track
of date and times you give the mediation - and to note any wasted doses.

DATE TIME MEDICATION GIVEN DOSE ANY WASTED?

MEDICATIONS
TRACKER & CHECKLIST



Keeping your dog's teeth clean can help to cut down on future vet bills. Some
dogs are willing to accept having their teeth brushed and some simply won't
tolerate it.  If you are able to brush your dog's teeth, use this tracking chart.

DATE / TIME TOOLS USED RESULTS

DENTAL CARE
TRACKER & CHECKLIST



Keep a schedule of your dog's vet visits and how often you update vaccines.

DATE DOCTOR EXAM / BLOODWORK / VACCINES

ANNUAL EXAMS
TRACKER & CHECKLIST



PET SITTER
Info Packet

ADOPTED PET PLANNER



NAME:

DATE OF BIRTH:

GENDER:

COLOR:

EYES COLOR:

IDENTIFYING MARK:

ID TAG / CHIP #:

PERSONALITY: TRAITS:

ALLERGIES

EXISTING 

CONDITIONS

NAME

CONTACT NUMBER

EMAIL CONTACT

NOTES

OWNER INFORMATION

MEDICAL INFORMATION

PET SITTER NOTE
ALL ABOUT MY PET



FEEDING INSTRUCTIONS

MEDICATION INSTRUCTIONS

WALKS & PLAYTIME

PET SITTER NOTE
CARE TAKING INSTRUCTIONS

MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING

MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING

MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING



DATE TIME MEDICATION GIVEN DOSE ANY WASTED?

MEDICATIONS
TRACKER & CHECKLIST

Giving medication is not usually a fun task. Use this handy chart to keep track
of date and times you give the mediation - and to note any wasted doses.



VETERINARIAN'S NAME:

PRACTICE NAME:

PHONE NUMBER:

VETERINARIAN'S NAME:

PRACTICE NAME:

PHONE NUMBER:

ADDRESS:

BUSINESS HOURS:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

ADDRESS:

BUSINESS HOURS:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

EMAIL:

EMAIL:

WEBSITE:

WEBSITE:

NOTES

PRIMARY VET

EMERGENCY VET


